2017 Chapter Honor Rolls

ROLL OF DISTINCTION
West Virginia Iota, American Military University/American Public University, Allison G. S.
Delaware Beta, Wilmington University, Johanna Bishop
Florida Lambda, Saint Leo University, Susan Kinsella
Nebraska Delta, Wayne State College, Randy Bertolas & Jean Karlen
Georgia Rho, Reinhardt University, M. Katrina Smith

ROLL OF MERIT
Texas Psi, Huston-Tillotson University, Michael Hirsch
Colorado Theta, Adams State University, Ed Crowther
Maryland Theta, University of Maryland University College, Katherine Im
Texas Zeta, University of Mary Hardin-Baylor, Janet Adamski
Vermont Beta, Norwich University, Emily Meyer
Georgia Xi, Brewton Parker College, Vance Rhoades

2017 Scholarship Winners
Jacqueline Selvaggi, New York Lambda Chapter, Saint Thomas Aquinas College
Alexandria Bartels, Nebraska Delta Chapter, Wayne State College
John Elmore III, Alabama Delta Chapter, Troy University
Brandon Nabors, Illinois Pi Chapter, McKendree University
George Nardi, Illinois Xi Chapter, Elmhurst College
Zachary Green, West Virginia Theta Chapter, Bluefield State College
Sierra Wilbar, Colorado Epsilon, Colorado College
Evan Turiano, Connecticut Alpha, Trinity College
Chelsea Leclerc, Massachusetts Delta Chapter, Wheelock College
Catherine Houseman, District of Columbia Alpha Chapter, Catholic University of America
David Tamasy, Pennsylvania Alpha Kappa Chapter, University of Pittsburgh - Greensburg
Allison Fruehan - Pennsylvania Alpha Eta Chapter, Marywood University